
THE SITE AS A SERVICE MODEL
My company manages multiple web properties.
Different teams manage the different properties.
I operate in a franchise model where each franchisee may have a web representation.
I operate and acquire brands which require their own web presence.
Different people or teams are given ownership over publication of different sections of a site.

LOCAL GLOBAL MODEL
My company manages multiple web properties.My web properties share content.
My web properties share assets.
My sites are in multiple languages.
My sites are regionalized with different regions or countries receiving local content.
Different teams manage the different country or language sites.
Different people or teams given ownership over publication of different sections of a site.

CHECK THE BOXES TO LEARN WHICH MODEL REPRESENTS YOUR
ORGANIZATION'S CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM NEEDS.

CMS MODELS
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The Site as a Service Model is perfect for companies that operate in a franchise model or have
a high volume of location or brand sites which may spin up and shut down at any time. In this
model you develop a capability on the platform that enables a "push-button" site startup,
giving the franchisee or brand-owner a turn-key, move-in-ready site with all the trappings of an
enterprise web publication capability at a fraction of the immediate and ongoing cost of
spinning up and maintaining their own. 
 
Important platform requirements will be a mature multi-site management capability that
allows new sites to be readily created from an archetypal site, group-based access control over
content authoring and publication, and a workflow automation engine that enables the
execution of a sequence of steps necessary to set up or shut down a site.

A Local-Global Model sees the same essential site presented in multiple regions, countries, and
languages, with deviations in content and potentially style and overall experience in each
region and country. Individual sites are locally managed but capabilities are globally developed
and governed. 
 
Important platform requirements will be a mature multi-site management and
internationalization management capability that allows global content to be propagated fluidly
while maintaining the in-region/in-country author's ability to differentiate, a pattern for
integrating with translation providers, group-based access control over content authoring and
publication, and a process workflow engine allowing for content approvals.
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DIFFERENTIATORS MODEL
My company manages multiple web properties.
Different teams manage the different properties.
Different web properties require their own capabilities and styles. 

You want each site to be able to differentiate themselves, but there's no reason to re-invest in what is
common. In the Differentiators Model you design capabilities in such that a global suite of capabilities is
available to all site owners yet site owners are empowered to override the
capabilities, extend the capabilities, or bring their own developed capabilities to their site. For instance,
maybe you have a number of acquired brands, each with their own site. Each site may have different styling,
branding, and capability, but there is an economy of scale and efficiency of commonality which can be
enjoyed by operating on a common platform with a
common global capability suite. 
 
Important platform requirements will be a mature multi-site management capability, a technology model
which allows for highly modular development, and group-based access control over configuration,
authoring, publication, and design.

INTEGRATED MARKETING MODEL
My company manages multiple web properties.
The same people would be an audience for multiple properties.
Different teams manage the different properties.

Your complexity may not have reached the point where you will see large value in investment in an enterprise
level CMS, but that doesn’t mean you should not be looking at your customer experience holistically.  Maybe
running the disparate sites will continue to  work but you can start gathering and collating corporate level
analytics across all brands to understand high level performance, identify cross cutting trends, opportunities
to cross promote, and build more robust audience segments based on their interests across all brands.
 
Start looking at an Enterprise grade Analytics solution which will  allow telemetry from disparate sites,
rationalization of the information across sites, and stitching of the customer journey between sites.  You will
also need to look at any changes that may be made to current sites to enable consistent measurement of a
common vocabulary of customer events.
 
Reach out to Experience Management Practice Lead Paul Michelotti to discuss your content
management system today and needs for the future. 
 
avionos.com | paul.michelotti@avionos.com 

When content is moving quickly it becomes even more important to have a solution that allows you to focus
on strategic quality communication as opposed to rote button-pressing, automating a number of common
concerns such as SEO grading, performance testing, sentiment checking, accessibility scoring, etc. 
Depending on the nature of your publications you may go so far as to increase your Content Velocity by
letting your authors focus on producing Content Assets, encapsulations of the written content and
accompanying imagery/videos/what have you, and letting the solution publish out to all applicable channels.
 
Important platform requirements will be a mature automation workflow engine, a headless or decoupled
content management affordance, out of the box tools for tracking key concerns like SEO, accessibility,
performance, etc, or a pattern for enabling automated tracking thereof, and a notification engine to alert site
authors and managers to key events like content or license
expiration, content publication, etc.

FAST & FURIOUS MODEL
My company manages multiple web properties.My web properties share content.On average,
I publish web content multiple times a day.
My content requires approval and signoff prior to publication.
Different people or teams are given ownership over publication of different sections of a site.
I publish to channels other than the web (mobile app, email, social, voice).
Content retires after a time or needs to be routinely kept fresh.


